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Proverbs 
“Self-Control” 

Proverbs 25:28; Titus 2:1-14 
Delivered during the COVID-19 pandemic via Livestream  

at Central Baptist Church on April 11, 2021 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 (SHOW SLIDE 01) We have been in the book of Proverbs since January.  We took a break 
last week to celebrate Easter, but I want to take two more Sundays in it because there 
are two more topics that can really help our lives. 

o Today Proverbs says that if you want your life to go well, if you want to avoid 
wrecking your own life, and if you want to live in such a way that pleases God, 
then you must grow in self-control.   

 Proverbs describes self-control like a wall that protects a city.  
 Now, I am fully aware that, in our culture, self-control is one of the least exciting 

subjects to talk about.  That’s because all cultures tend either toward asceticism or 
hedonism.   

o Asceticism is the idea that life is best lived by denying your desires and avoiding 
self-indulgence.  In such cultures people fast from food for long periods of time, 
are frugal with money, and deny themselves pleasures like sex.  

o Hedonism is the opposite.  Hedonism says, “Throw off the restrictions, indulge 
your desires, and enjoy yourself.”   

 (SHOW SLIDE 02) Is Canadian culture more prone to asceticism or 
hedonism?  It’s not even a question.  We are more hedonistic.  Our 
culture says we should follow our desires. To deny your desires, is to 
deny your true self.  So, be true to yourself and do whatever you want. 

 (SHOW TITLE SLIDE 03) The Bible speaks both to people living in both kinds of cultures.  
You can see what it has to say to Christians living in a culture like ours by reading Paul’s 
letter to Titus.  Titus was a pastor on an island in Greece called Crete.  These people 
boasted that they were “lazy gluttons” (Tit 1:12).  They said, “We enjoy life.  We don’t 
work too hard.  We eat and drink a lot.”  Their anthem would have been the old Sheryl 
Crow song where she sings, “If it makes you happy, it can’t be that bad.”  

o So what does Paul want to emphasize to Christians who live in a hedonistic 
culture?  Self-control.  In Titus 1 Paul gives the qualifications for an overseer, 
which is a pastor.  In Titus 1:8 he says,  

 (SHOW SLIDE 04) “An overseer . . . must be . . . self-controlled.” (Tit 1:8) 
 In chapter 2:2 Paul says, (SHOW SLIDE 05) “Older men are to be . . . self-

controlled.” (Tit 2:2) 
 In 2:3 Paul says, (SHOW SLIDE 06) “Older women . . . are to . . . train the 

young women . . . to be self-controlled.”   
 In 2:6 Paul says, (SHOW SLIDE 07) “Urge the younger men to be self-

controlled.” 
 Finally, 2:11 Paul says God’s grace is (SHOW SLIDE 08) “training us . . . to 

live self-controlled, upright, and godly lives.” 
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 (SHOW TITLE SLIDE 09) So, it does not matter you if you are old or young, male or 
female, a leader in the church or not, one of the most important aspects of living a godly 
Christian life in a hedonistic culture is self-control.   

o So if we are going to live wisely, we must pay close attention today to what 
Proverbs has to say about the walls of self-control. 

 
WAKE UP! THE WALLS ARE FOR FREEDOM 

 The first thing Proverbs says to us is this: (SHOW SLIDE 10) Wake up! The walls are for 
your freedom. 

o We are pre-conditioned by our culture to think of this whole topic of self-control 
as negative and restrictive. But Proverbs says we need to wake up.  Walls do 
restrict, but they restrict in order to protect your life and keep you free.    

 Look at Proverbs 25:28: (SHOW SLIDE 11) 
o A man without self-control  

is like a city broken into and left without walls. 
 So your life is like a city.  If you lack have self-control then you are like a city whose walls 

have been broken down.  This isn’t Donald Trump’s wall.  We’re talking here about walls 
like those that encircled ancient cities like Jerusalem. Or, like the walls that surround all 
the castles of Europe.  Such walls were essential, for the obvious reason that if your city 
did not have any walls then your enemies could just walk right in and destroy you.  Walls 
protect your life and freedom, lest armies invade and make you their slaves. 

o The greatest example of this is of course the Great Wall of China.  This wall does 
not just protect one city, but an entire country.  When we were in Beijing to 
adopt our son Josh, we got to walk a section of the wall.  Unfortunately, it was a 
foggy day, but it was still incredible. 

 (SHOW SLIDE 12) Here’s a picture of us.  Now this next picture has 
literally nothing to do with the sermon, but I just had to show it.  It’s a 
warning sign but the English translation is a little off.   

 Here is what it says: (SHOW SLIDE 13) “Heart cerebral disease 
sufferer, ascend the Great Wall to please watch for.”  So, if you 
suffer from the disease of having your heart in your head, then 
ascend the Great Wall to please watch for. 

o (SHOW SLIDE 14) The Great Wall of China is one of the most ambitious building 
projects ever undertaken by any civilization.  It took centuries to build.  It is 
21,000km long, which is like building a wall across Canada three and a half times.   

 Now why did the Chinese put all this effort into building the Great Wall?  To protect 
their freedom and their very lives from invaders who sought to destroy them.    

o That is what self-control is.  It is a wall.  It protects your life and freedom.  It is 
saying no to certain desires when you should say no.  Without self-control you 
will quickly give in to the armies of sin that seek to destroy your life.     

 Way back in 1846 a pastor named Charles Bridges wrote this: (SHOW SLIDE 15) “He that 
has no rule over his own spirit is an easy prey to the invader. . . . He yields himself to 
the first assault of his ungoverned passions, offering no resistance. . . Having no 
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discipline over himself, temptation becomes the occasion of sin, and hurries him on to 
fearful lengths that he had not contemplated.”1 

o That’s some old English, but Bridges is saying that when you lack self-control you 
put up no fight to desires and temptations that come your way.  You give in 
quickly.  And then you find yourself doing things you never even contemplated. 

 A man would never dream of hitting his girlfriend or wife, but without 
self-control his anger turns to rage and, in his rage, he does what he 
never dreamed he would do.  A woman would never dream of cheating 
on her husband, but without self-control she allows feelings for another 
man to enter right into the city of her heart and find herself doing what 
she never dreamed she would do.  

o “Having no discipline over himself, temptation becomes the occasion of sin, 
and hurries him on to fearful lengths that he had not contemplated.” 

 (SHOW TITLE SLIDE 16) We all know what it means to find the cities of our lives burning.  
We said words that we shouldn’t have and the relationship is destroyed.  We spent too 
much money and now find it impossible to get out of debt.  We lusted and looked at 
images we should not have and now we sit in the rubble of our guilt and shame. 

o When you find your life in ruins, when you find yourself sitting in the rubble of 
your sin, then think back to what happened.  The armies of sin attacked, but 
there was no wall of defense.  Somewhere along the line you lacked self-control. 

 We live in a culture that wants to tear down every wall in the name of 
freedom.  But Proverbs says to us, “Wake up!  The walls of self-control 
are there for your freedom.  Self-control protects you.”  Like people 
within walled cities can sleep peacefully at night, you can sleep peacefully 
when you are controlling your desires.  Like people within walled cities, 
can live free lives instead of being enslaved to armies, you can live freely 
without becoming a slave to those inner desires that will dominate you.  
Wake up!  The walls are for your freedom. 

 
WATCH OUT! THE WALLS HAVE FALLEN 

 The second thing Proverbs says to us is this: (SHOW SLIDE 17) Watch out! The walls 
have fallen.  Look again at Proverbs 25:28: (SHOW SLIDE 18) 

o A man without self-control  
is like a city broken into and left without walls. 

 We have seen what this means, but the main purpose is to get us to examine our lives.  
If we see an area where the walls of self-control have fallen, that we must watch out for 
we are in great danger. 

o So let’s examine a few areas that Proverbs talks about.  You may have very high 
walls of self-control in many of these areas, but what you want to pay attention 
to is even just one area where a section of your wall has fallen.  That is all an 
invading army needs.  It only takes one area for your life to fall apart. 

                                                      
1 Charles Bridges, Proverbs, 483. 
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 First, (SHOW SLIDE 19 – put verse on same slide and do with the points that follow) 
anger. Proverbs 29:11 says, (SHOW SLIDE 20) 

o A fool gives full vent to his spirit,  
but a wise man quietly holds it back. 

 Are you quickly irritated by things in daily life?  Do other people always 
having to monitor your mood because they know that you may quickly 
become angry?  Do you see a pattern of angry outbursts?   

o This is evidence that a section of the wall of self-control has fallen.  Watch out 
for anger has invaded the city of your heart.  

 (SHOW SLIDE 21) Second, gossip/slander.   
o Are you always talking about what others have done?  Always criticizing other 

people behind their backs or telling stories about what they did wrong?  
Proverbs 11:13 says, (SHOW SLIDE 22) 

 Whoever goes about slandering reveals secrets,  
but he who is trustworthy in spirit keeps a thing covered. 

 (SHOW SLIDE 23) Third, gluttony. 
o Let me be clear that I am not singling out people with weight problems.  Many 

people struggle with their weight and for some it has nothing to do with a lack of 
self-control.  However, a lack of self-control in eating is a major problem in our 
society.  And as we all know, a lack of self-control here will ruin your health and 
so ruin your life.  Gluttony is a refusal to say, “Enough.”  It is out of control 
eating.  Listen to Proverbs 25:16: (SHOW SLIDE 24) 

 If you have found honey, eat only enough for you,  
lest you have your fill of it and vomit it. 

o How are your walls of self-control when it comes to eating? 
 (SHOW SLIDE 25) Fourth, alcohol. 

o We all know how a lack of self-control with alcohol can destroy a person’s entire 
life.  Whatever your view is on the debate about whether or not God allows 
Christians to drink, Proverbs is crystal clear that drinking too much is a sin that 
reveals a lack of self-control, which results in destruction.  That’s why Proverbs 
20:21 says, (SHOW SLIDE 26) 

 Wine is a mocker, strong drink a brawler,  
and whoever is led astray by it is not wise. 

  (SHOW SLIDE 27) Fifth, spending money. 
o The Canadian statistics on things like credit card debt and overall debt clearly 

reveal that we spend more than we have.  Our desires are not kept in check.  
Watch out!  If the wall of self-control has fallen here, it can ruin you.   

 (SHOW SLIDE 28) Finally, lust. 
o The Ravi Zacharias scandal should warn us all.  His sins did not begin with 

sexually predatory behavior.  I guarantee it began with a lack of control in his 
mind in terms of thoughts.  The thoughts eventually turned into actions.  And 
then as Bridges said, “Having no discipline over himself, temptation becomes 
the occasion of sin, and hurries him on to fearful lengths that he had not 
contemplated.” 
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 Proverbs chapters 5 and 8 speak the same way.  A young man lacking 
self-control allows his lust to lead his steps further and further down to 
the grave.  My heart aches for the women whom Ravi harmed.  My heart 
aches for so many who have become slaves to pornography.  My heart 
aches for all the marriages that are filled with pain due to sexual sin.  The 
walls of self-control around our sexuality have fallen and the invading 
armies of sin are burning down the cities of our lives.  

 (SHOW TITLE SLIDE 29) We could list many other areas where we lack self-control.  Too 
much time playing video games, too much time on our phones, too much time watching 
movies or TV. 

o What is the Holy Spirit bringing to your mind right now?  Has a section of the 
wall of self-control in your life fallen?  Then watch out for they are coming.  The 
enemy is pouring into the city of your heart.  The enemy shows no mercy.  The 
enemy will not stop until they have burned your life to the ground. 

 Wake up! The walls are for your freedom.  Watch out! The walls have 
fallen. 

 
HURRY UP! THE WALLS MUST BE REBUILT 

 And now finally Proverbs says one final thing to us and it is this: (SHOW SLIDE 30) Hurry 
up! The walls must be rebuilt. 

o We can see now how important self-control is, but I’m guessing you are also 
feeling some pain as you think about areas where the walls have fallen.  Confess 
those sins to God.  Receive his forgiveness through Christ.  And then get to work 
rebuilding that section of the wall in your life.   

 We are in the situation of Nehemiah.  Jerusalem had been destroyed and its walls torn 
down.  Nehemiah did not begin by rebuilding the city.  He began by rebuilding the walls.  
They worked day and night.  It was hard work.  Not only that, they faced great 
opposition as they tried to rebuild the wall so that they had to build with one hand and 
carry a sword in the other.    

o This is our approach as well.  It will be hard work to rebuild the walls of self-
control where you have allowed them to fall.  But this is what you must do.   

 How do you do it?  Let’s mention two things. 
 (SHOW SLIDE 31) First, you must do it by the power of the Holy Spirit. 

o One of the great errors of Christians today is a passive attitude. We often cloak 
passivity in spiritual language. We say, “Just surrender and let God work,” or “let 
go and let God.”  Sometimes that is true, but not on this topic. We are called to 
act. 

 Philippians 2:12 says, (SHOW SLIDE 32– put next verse on same slide) 
“work out your own salvation with fear and trembling.”  Romans 8:13 
says, (SHOW SLIDE 33) “You put to death the deeds of the body.” 

 (SHOW TITLE SLIDE 34) So look at where you lack self-control in your life.  Why is this 
happening?  What practical steps do you need to take to rebuild the walls of self-
control?   
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o Develop a plan.  Share it with others you know.  Talk to your spouse about it.  
Remember Paul’s strategy involved older men and women helping younger men 
and women to learn how to live self-controlled lives. 

 So you must do it.  But you cannot do it on your own strength. Let’s listen to Charles 
Bridges again: (SHOW SLIDE 35) “People may talk of self-control, as if the reins were in 
their own hands.  But the person who has been “born of the Spirit” and taught “to 
know the plague of his own heart,” is made to feel, that effective self-control is God’s 
grace, not one’s own natural power.”2   

o We all know this from painful experience.  We know how many times we have 
tried to exercise self-control and failed.  We’ve foolishly spent too much money.  
We’ve lusted again when we resolved not to.  We’re back at the drive thru 
secretly eating way too much fast food.  We got angry and lashed out again 
causing great damage to a relationship.   

 Reflecting on all our failures in self-control should teach us something.  
And so Bridges says, (SHOW SLIDE 36) “Have not repeated defeats 
taught us the need of calling in better strength than our own?”3  Oh yes, 
Mr. Bridges, they have!  Yes, we must fight.  Yes, we must rebuild the 
walls.  Yes, we must make plans.  But our great problem is our own 
hearts.  How quickly the walls fall again.  This shows our need to call in 
better strength than our own.  And praise be to God, better strength is on 
the way.  God has given us the Holy Spirit to enable us to fight against sin 
in our lives.  One of the fruits that the Holy Spirit produces in our lives is 
self-control (Gal 5:22). 

o So make a plan and then keep calling on God to empower you in the fight.  That 
is why Philippians 2 goes on to say:  

 (SHOW SLIDE 37) “12 Work out your own salvation with fear and 
trembling, 13 for it is God who works in you, both to will and to work for 
his good pleasure. 

 (SHOW SLIDE 38) That is why Romans 8:13 says, “If by the Spirit you put 
to death the misdeeds of the body you will live.”   

 How do you rebuild the walls of self-control?  You must do it by 
the power of the Spirit. 

 (SHOW SLIDE 39) Second, strengthen your heart in the gospel. 
o Come back to Titus 2.  (SHOW SLIDE 40)  11 For the grace of God has appeared, 

bringing salvation for all people, 12 training us to renounce ungodliness and 
worldly passions, and to live self-controlled, upright, and godly lives in the 
present age, 13 waiting for our blessed hope, the appearing of the glory of our 
great God and Savior Jesus Christ, 14 who gave himself for us to redeem us from 
all lawlessness and to purify for himself a people for his own possession who 
are zealous for good works.” 

                                                      
2 Bridges, 483. 
3 Bridges, 484. 
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 So clearly Paul is calling these Christians living in a hedonistic culture to   
renounce, or say “no,” to ungodliness and worldly passions or desires.  
But notice that this simple command to say no is surrounded by Jesus 
Christ.  Once again, we see that the gospel, the good news of what God 
has done for us through Jesus Christ, is not just something non-Christians 
need to hear.  Paul is writing to Christians.  For notice that we are trained 
to say no as we go deeper and deeper into the grace of God that has 
brought us salvation. 

 Do you see how this works?  Think of all your failures in self-control.  Think of all those 
sins.  It is painful and crushing to think about them.  What you need is for your heart to 
be renewed again in the gospel. 

o God’s grace has come to you.  You do not deserve salvation but he has given it to 
you.  Or in verse 14 Jesus Christ gave himself for you to redeem you from all 
those sins.  Oh what a price was paid!  Oh what love!  When you confess your 
sins to him, he does not say, “You should know better.”  He doesn’t scold you 
and say, “Come back when you can demonstrate some self-control and maybe 
we can continue this relationship.”   

 No, God runs to you, embraces you, forgives you, and welcomes you into 
his presence.  Oh let the gospel renew your heart and restore your joy. 
When that happens you are strengthened in self-control for the joy of the 
Lord is our strength.  When your heart is filled with joy at all that God has 
done for you then you want to obey him.   

 And then look at how Paul points to grace we will receive in the future as a way of 
training us to be self-controlled.  We live upright lives in the present because we are 
waiting for the future blessed hope.  This is referring to the second coming of Jesus. 

o How does filling your heart with glorious return of Christ train you to rebuild the 
walls of self-control?  For one thing it gives you hope that a day is coming when 
the great battle against your sinful desires will end.  If there was no end in sight I 
think we would just give up.  Our desires our powerful.  The battle is exhausting.  
But a day is coming when King Jesus will return and the battle will be over.  We 
will finally be made like him, truly human, perfect self-control.  And so we hope 
for that day and we live in light of it. 

 I would suggest that part of your plan to rebuild the walls of self-control 
in your life be to do an intensive study of Titus 2:11-14.  Sit in it for a few 
weeks.  Meditate on each line and each word.  Strengthen your heart in 
the gospel. 

 (SHOW TITLE SLIDE 41) So there you have it.  That is what Proverbs has to say about 
self-control.   

o Wake up!  The walls are for your freedom!   
o Watch out! The walls have fallen down.   
o And hurry up!  The walls must be rebuilt. 

 


